Are you the student who wants
to challenge complex problems?

We push
technology further
to print microchips
that are finer
to accelerate
artificial intelligence
to make robots
understand
humans

to let robots help
in healthcare

Dear student,
Are you an engineering student with the ambition to work, learn and challenge the
complex problems at a global tech company? Here is your chance to get into ASML,
the technology leader and supplier to all leading microchip manufacturers around
the world. Sign up for one of our events.
We hope to see you soon and get to know you.
Yours sincerely,
ASML

Inhouse Day
Explore your opportunities at our Inhouse Day.
At our Inhouse Day on November 24th, we introduce ourselves to
ambitious technology graduates who want to push their ambitions. We
would like to show you a glimpse of what common practice looks like
at ASML. Join our Inhouse Day for one-on-one meetings with our
driven employees, a visit to our brand new Experience Center, an
information market and of course a view on our technology. Our Senior
Vice President Technology Jos Benschop will open the day. There are
limited seats, sign up before November 13th.

SIGN UP

Internships
Extend and enrich your technology skills with an ASML internship.
As an intern, you are part of our technology and you will work in a
multidisciplinary team. Experience an international environment and
have the opportunity to learn from various technical specialists. An
internship at ASML is the starting point to build your own professional
network.
Check our wide range of internships and graduation projects. You can
also formulate your own unique assignment and work with an ASML
engineer.

MORE INFO

ASML Connection
Stay connected with ASML.
Sign up for our ASML Connection and receive our newsletters so that
we can keep you informed on your career opportunities at ASML.
Or follow us on Twitter and Facebook to stay updated on our activities.
For more information about ASML visit our website.

ASML - Be part of progress
ASML is a technology leader and supplier to all leading microchip
manufacturers around the world. We’re one of the driving forces
behind the world’s technological progress. That’s because through our
technological breakthroughs we enable microchip manufacturers to
produce faster, smarter and more energy-efficient chips. Check the
videos if you want to know more about ASML and what we can offer
Can you help people live longer, as a young professional?

Be part of progress

